FEBRUARY 2014

EDITORIAL
By the time you read this Magazine the
AGM will have taken place and some
new faces shall have been elected into
their new ‘posts’ on the Committee.
Three of our long standing Committee
Members have indicated that they
wished to stand down this year, Namely
Clive Winterstein, our Vice Chairman,
(the globe trotter),Cliff Smyth, our
Secretary, and sadly Kevin Laoder, who
is wanting to do further studies to
improve his Future Qualifications in the
Business World. (That makes sense
Kevin).
To the newly elected members to the
Committee I wish them a long and
enjoyable stay, and hope they will get a
great deal of satisfaction from their new
tasks while in office.
The main Topic for the past few months E-Tolls, is still rageing on. Hopefully we
shall all end up achieving some happy
medium. The roads are here, and it
must be paid for. But How???
For those who went on the SAMCA Run
recently, I am sure were very pleasantly
surprised at the massive progress made
to that Museum over the past year. Their
Organisation needs to be congratulated
for their efforts. I have suggested
elsewhere in the Magazine that we pay
them a visit one Friday Evening at their
Pub/Restaurante for a Social Evening.
For those who remember Celia Baylis,
who retired to Cape Town some time ago
has written another book recently. “The
Secrets in the Seal” is now on sale, EMail her at >>>>>>>>>>>>.
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Till Next Time,

Editor

Chairman’s Twitter
The Chairman Goes Blerry Hell My Liver Survived December
All the best for 2014 folks. Personally pleased to see 2013 dead and buried - it was a
rubbish year on all fronts frankly with one noticeable exception, namely that my
time at the helm of this fantastic Car Club has been amazing. I said upfront I could
not commit full time to it - and that extends to this year regrettably. That said, I am
fairly hopeful no-one noticed as the balance of the Committee behind me have
been a team with whom it has been an honour to work.
To my committee and my extended committee members in the form of Kevin,
Anneke, Jeanne and Alex my thanks. To the hidden committee members, Denise
(our printer/layout person), Randall, Bruce (our register captains along with
Norman) - my thanks!
To all who participated, to all who support, to all who have given of their time,
energy, money and skills - my thanks! To those in the Youth Project, all of you, my
thanks. You do give me grey hairs at times but they are well earned.
It has been a learning curve for me on this Committee. I have chaired other things in
the past but nothing quite as dear to my heart as this. Anywhere, and everywhere
this is a Car Club, a family of closely knit amazing people. We have our scraps and
our petty differences but they are just that and I would expect no less from any
body of people. I have tried to steer clear of politics as far as is possible with the
noticeable exception of the National Constitution which I believe has been a good
thing, if somewhat more controversial than I may have first anticipated. Our
suggestions will be finalised and submitted to the National Body - and that will
conclude our contribution to an ongoing refreshment of the Car Club which I believe
to be important from time to time.
Mostly, and most of all though the MG Car Club has continued to be something that
people put into, and something that people get out. What those things are are
different for all of us, but they are all valid and personal to each of us in our own
way. We are a collection of people who all make a positive impact on each other in a
million different ways and if nothing else, in my tenure I have seen more of it than I
otherwise would have. It has been a humbling and wonderful experience and I
thank you all. Doubtless 2014 will bring its issues - but we will deal with those as we
have in 2013 - in an MG!

William MGA WannaBe Kelly

A Great Day at Don Lindsay’s Plot
at the Vaal River. Kevin’s Pictures tells the whole story

Taking pictures of each other - a boating playground on
the Vaal river.

The small church by the river that used to be a stable

Car scene on the lawn; Dolf Peche about to leave in his MGA
The Dixon family (Kim, Holly, Josh & Gary) with their
MGB in the background (which used to belong to
Chris Aubourg)

Nigel Stokes & Peter Knight talking about "whatever"

Checking out the heritage of Cobus Kanfer's MGB

Don Lindsay (standing) reciting a poem for the benefit of
all (Paul & Rachel listening intently).
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Don Lindsay with his home in the background

SAMCA Run to the Vaal.
A Very Pleasant Day at Vaal Old Wheels Club, and Museum
This event was fairly well attended by many Motoring
Clubs and enthusiasts, the weather was kind to us, and
the facilities have greatly improved.
A lovely well equipped Bar/ Restaurant was well
stocked with delicious meals ...and
Their very enthusiastic members were only too keen to
show off their latest developments made to improve the
Museum. Many new exhibits and Halls displaying
newly restored cars and equipment. Where do these
chaps find the time to do such a lot of work, since our
last visit a year ago. “That, is true dedication to a worth
while Project”.
By the way their Pub/ Restaurant is open every Friday
evening, and is well patronised by their members,
locals, and other Motor Club members.
Here is an opportunity for a Social Evening Run for our
MG members. When shall I arrange something, before
it gets too chilly in the evenings?
Tom

Again, Kevin’s Pictures tell the whole story

Where steam & petrol meet at Sylviavale Museum

Part of a scale model T Ford built by Albert Polley
over 17 years fitted with a Yamaha 50cc engine

Clive Winterstein, a little helper & Siggi drawing lucky draw
winners

Siggi Duvel (owner of Sylviavale
Motor Museum) in a thoughtful
mood

Advertising on tins
for some products
that are still sold
today
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in demand. We ensured she saw
distant relatives in Curry’s Post and
Johannesburg, where member Mike
Howarden’s wife was Gillie Kimber’s
(Cecil’s second wife) niece. We put
them on a plane to Harare, promising to
see them in Providence Rhode Island
AND at the year’s end in Cowes!! They
flew to John Lambie in Perth, then on to
the Kimber Centenary Festival
organised by Dick Knudson. I had flown
down the year before with my trusty tape
recorder to stay for a week in Somerset
West with George and Susan Tuck, to
gather material for my paper on pre-war
MG Advertising - much of which had
been George’s responsibility. Jean was
enthralled with all the slides, and she
and Wilkie Wilkenson spent a great deal
of time preparing me with all sorts of
questions particularly about IMSHI.
John Dugdale on the other hand was
keen to hear about George and Susan
Tuck.
Later that year I had organised the
Kimber World Trek - first stop Cowes Jean had giggled hysterically when I
had asked if she could arrange
accommodation for 28 souls. It was in
Cowes week - when the island was full
to overflowing, not only was it all
organised but for the last night of Cowes
week, we were accommodated in the
Admirals Chairs at the yacht club for the
most incredible firework display. We
then travelled over the next morning to
Lymington and on to Beaulieau for the
MG event - Ron Gammons referring to
the group as the Second Norman
Invasion.
Jean fell about laughing!
When Sarah was living in London, on
the odd occasion she would go down to
Jean and sail, and fly kites. On the 1990
Tour of Britain when the rest of the

American ‘T’ Types headed to Cornwall,
the Ewing family crossed to the Island
and enjoyed talking about early MG life
and eating out of all the Kimber
crockery, and sleeping in the Fairwind
Sleeping bags.
The last time I saw Jean was in 2003. I
had taken Bob Wilmot, the De Castros
and Kelly and Peter Steyn to meet Jean.
We ate in the Cowes Yacht Club with
glorious views of the little ships
everywhere whilst the others pored over
her Dad’s scrap book. Truly a day to
remember.
Jean was 88 when she died on the 12
November - her dad was born on the 12
April and his Centenary year was in ‘88.
Funny how some members take on
strange significance. Farewell Jean, we
will all miss you.

Norman

Waluti Cars at the Airport
Bethlehem
Saturday 8 March 2014

‘Real Mean Machines’

(Part of Bethlehem’s 150th Celebrations)

Classic Car Exhibitors receive 2 free entry tickets

Admission Adults R30 p.p. Children R20 ea.

A Chairman’s “Bring and Braai”
will be held on Friday Evening
at 19h00
Secure Parking - arrange with Hannetjie Swart
E-mail; duimhanna@gmail.com
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E-Tag? What E-Tag?
Or, why I will NOT be buying one.

Norman

As I have explained to many people on numerous occasions - if you are retired like I am, and there is no
necessity for driving your car in peak traffic then you do not need an E-tag.
For the last four years of my working life I had to journey three of four days a week to Pretoria -- I never
used the motorway, simply because that was where the accidents happened -- and when they did -- you
couldn’t get off!
I had a lousy experience of sitting on the motorway for over 3 hours not 2kms from the Booysens off ramp
-- THAT -- was the last straw -- after that I went on the back roads. On one occasion with my boss in the
car, driving under the M1, back from Randburg, instead of being on it -- as he couldn’t understand, until I
made him look up and see nothing above us was moving, and that we were the only car under the
motorway! The traffic on it was at a complete stand still.
About four years ago, finger trouble at Jo’burg Electricity produced a bill for R68 000.00 instead of R860
-- it took 19 months of sitting in Braamfontein all the way through the World Cup, while half the staff went
to the soccer, to eventually sort it out. Then they sent me a letter suggesting I take out a debit order.
What? A debit order? If that R68,000 had been on debit order, I would never have seen it again!!! So,
do you think I am going to hand over my bank details, and the right to help themselves to my cash? Go
figure! On Sunday’s run to the Vaal, we didn’t see one gantry. Use the back roads and DON’T break the
law!!!

_______________________________

Sadly, No Polana
Classic Rally
for 2014
To all the Competitors, Marshals & Helpers,
It is with regret that I have to inform the
competitors who have been so loyal over the
past years, that there will be no Polana Classic
Rally in 2014. There is no sponsorship and I am
not prepared to carry the event any longer. I
have decided that I had a good run over the
years, and it is time to move on. Thank you for
everybody’s support and participation over the
years, competitors and fellow helpers alike.
Kind regards,
Rene Booysen.
_____________________________________

MGA 60th Anniversary Tour
A short note to
let members
know that
we’ve reached
our 60th
provisional
entry for the
2015 tour.
Kevin

Centre Cars
Border
2
Cape
7
Jhb
29
KZN
8
NC
3
PE
1
S Cape
8
Unknown 2
Total
60

Hi all you MG petrolheads, yes that’s Modern
English for a car enthusiast, and that’s YOU.
The club registers are not only there to keep track
of, and the movement of the cars belonging to
members, but also as data base for folks who
might need help in restoring their precious finds.
There is a wealth of knowledge amongst our
members, some of whom have been dabbling
and tinkering with MGs for decades, and if we
combine these resources, we probably run into
hundreds of man years of experience.
Now this experience is available to you for all MG
classes, be that an early Midget to the latest TF.
In an effort to capture both this experience, and
those in need of assistance, we have included a
loose form in the magazine for you to complete.
Although I am the MMM & T Type register
captain, we decided it best to capture information
on the MGs in the club with this one multipurpose form is to be used for ALL MGs,
regardless of type or year.
There is place for your details, your MG car or
cars, the status of your MG, or if you are
progressing with a rebuild. Also listed is a
question on whether you require assistance or
parts and if you are in a position to assist others
who are not able to beat the challenges of a
rebuild.
The completed forms can be handed to Kevin or
myself (Randall) at a noggin, or scanned and
E-mailed to me at reversion@mweb.co.za or
posted to MG Car Club, PO Box 52336,
Saxonwold 2132.

Randall Everson
082 414 0438
Please treat this as Extremely Urgent!
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